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Abstract. Micromagnetic simulations were performed on seven isolated CrO2 discs, each having different orientations
of easy axis of magnetization (EAM), but, same 100 nm diameter and 50 nm thickness. The simulation results showed that
for an external magnetic field applied along the x-axis, there was no emergence of vortex states corresponding to the
relative orientations of the easy axis along [1 0 0], [1 1 0], [1 0 1] and [1 1 1]. Whereas, magnetic vortex states emerged for
the relative orientations of the easy axis along [0 1 0], [0 0 1] and [0 1 1]. In another words, for the external field applied
along the x-axis, if the relative orientation of the EAM is at h = 0° or any proximity of 45° (i.e., 0° C h B 55°), the vortex
states did not emerge; but, for any orthogonal orientations (h = 90°), magnetic vortex states emerged. For the easy axis
orientation along [0 1 0] and [0 1 1], out-of-plane vortex states with its core magnetization pointing along the normal to
the plane of the disc emerged. However, for the easy axis orientation along [0 0 1], in-plane magnetic vortex states
emerged, with its core pointing along the applied magnetic field direction. Further, depending on the relative orientation of
the applied magnetic field and its strength, various other magnetization configurations, such as C, S and O states, were
obtained in the simulations.
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Introduction

The submicro- (meso-) and nano-structures of ferromagnetic
materials
exhibit distinctly
interesting
magnetic
properties, which can be understood using micromagnetic
theory [1,2]. Especially, the emergence of various magnetization configurations such as C-state, S-state, vortex
states, etc. are very interesting [2,3]. In the vortex state of a
ferromagnetic meso/nano-structure, the magnetization of
the material curls either clockwise (P) or anti-clockwise
(Q), called chirality, to form a closed loop around a centre,
and simultaneously, at the centre, it points either upward (:)
or downward (;), called polarity. These topological charges
[4], i.e., the chirality and the polarity can be effectively
utilized for magnetic data storage applications [5,6]. Further, the magnetic vortex is useful for other applications
such as magnetic sensors [7], vortex-based diodes [8] and
magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia [9], etc. In fact, for
more than two decades, the micromagnetic behaviours of
many ferro- and ferri-magnetic materials have been studied
using computer simulations [3,10]; of them, permalloy
(Ni80Fe20) is a most extensively studied material, even by
experiments [11–13]. For example, by using computer
simulations employing finite-element micromagnetic
approach, Jonathan et al [14] have studied the magnetic
hysteresis loops of a set of permalloy disks of various

diameters and thicknesses. The various magnetization
configurations reported by Jonathan et al [15] include inplane and out-of-plane vortices, C-state, S-state and also
normal and twisted onion-states [14,15]. Likewise, Martı́nez-Pérez et al [16] have measured magnetic hysteresis
of cobalt (Co) nanoparticles, experimentally, using nanoSQUID and estimated the energy barrier between the vortex
nucleation and its annihilation, using finite-element micromagnetic simulations [16]. While these kind of micromagnetic simulation studies have been devoted mostly on
ferromagnetic metals/alloys, only a least on ferrimagnetic
oxides such as magnetite [10], very recently, micromagnetics of a simple, yet, very interesting ferromagnetic metaloxide CrO2 has been reported [17]. Using micromagnetic
simulations, the formation of magnetic vortex and switching/reversal of the vortex-core by both DC and AC magnetic fields have been demonstrated for a CrO2 disc, with
100 nm diameter and 20 nm thickness, having its easy axis
of magnetization (EAM) oriented along the z-axis (i.e.,
perpendicular to the plane of the disc) [17]. Here, in this
article, we present the results of our systematic investigations about the effects of the relative orientation of the EAM
on the micromagnetic properties of CrO2 nanodiscs of
diameter, 100 nm and thickness, 50 nm. It is found from our
micromagnetic simulations that the magnetic vortex states
in CrO2 are not obtainable by easy axis magnetization, but
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obtainable for external magnetic field applied orthogonal to
the easy axis. We present a set of simulated magnetic
hysteresis and selected snap-shots of corresponding magnetization configurations for external magnetic field applied
along the x-axis and the easy axis oriented along various
geometrical directions: [1 0 0], [0 1 0], [0 0 1], [1 1 0],
[0 1 1], [1 0 1] and [1 1 1]. These results would serve as
complementary database for the micro-magnetics of ferromagnetic materials, which holds the scope for many future
spintronic devices applications.

2.

Materials and methods

For the present micromagnetic simulation studies, a set of
seven, isolated, single crystalline CrO2 nanodiscs, with the
dimensions of 100 nm diameter and 50 nm thickness, each
having its EAM oriented at seven different directions are
considered. For making correlation with any experimental
studies of the past/future, the orientation of the EAM is
represented using an orthogonal, cubic coordinate system
that is shown in figure 1a. In all the seven cases, the magnetization was measured using an external magnetic field
applied along the x-axis (Hx). The material’s geometry,
various orientations of EAM and the direction of the magnetization measurement are all depicted in figure 1a.
Overall, seven set of simulations were performed corresponding to the orientations of the EAM, [1 0 0], [0 1 0],
[0 0 1], [1 1 0], [0 1 1], [1 0 1] and [1 1 1], respectively, with
reference to Hx which was swept in steps of 5 mT.
EAM is a characteristic, fixed direction in a crystal.
Therefore, the variation in its orientation means the variation in the grown single crystal’s orientation from which a
disc is hypothetically cut with some specific required
dimensions. As shown in figure 1b, the EAM of CrO2 is the
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c-axis of the rutile, tetragonal unit cell [18]. Now, if we
have a disc cut out of either (1 0 0) or (0 1 0) plane, then the
EAM (c-axis) will be along a diameter of the disc. Then, by
orienting the EAM along the x-axis and using Hx the EAM
of the CrO2 disc can be measured. Additionally, it is also
possible to rotate the same (1 0 0) or (0 1 0) disc such that
the angle between the EAM (c-axis) and Hx is 90°, which,
eventually gives the [0 1 0] orientation of the EAM. Similarly, if a disc is cut out of (0 0 1) plane, then its EAM (caxis) can itself be along [0 0 1] with respect to Hx and
therefore the angle between them is 90°. Likewise, even
though it is a little harder, one can imagine CrO2 nanodiscs
with required crystallographic orientations so that we can
have the EAM pointing along the other four directions as
well.
Of the many different methods and software codes
available for micromagnetic simulations [19–21], we used a
non-commercial, free software, called the object oriented
micromagnetic framework (OOMMF), version 2.0a2,
developed at NIST, USA [22]. The OOMMF uses a set of
material-specific parameters to compute the magnetization
of the given material geometry and dimensions. As shown
in figure 2, each CrO2 nanodisc is modelled to be made of
cubic cells of size 5 9 5 9 5 nm3. The total energy (Et) or
the Hamiltonian of the system is comprised of six terms:
Et ¼ Ee þ Ea þ Ed þ EZ þ Es þ Ems ;

ð1Þ

where the first three terms, the exchange energy (Ee ), the
magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy (Ea ) and the energy
due to demagnetization field (Ed ) are inherently present in a
ferromagnetic material. The fourth term, Zeeman energy
(EZ ) is a response to the applied external magnetic field and
it determines the magnetization process including hysteresis. The last two terms are the energies due to applied stress
(Es ) and magnetostriction (Ems ), respectively, and these

Figure 1. (a) A CrO2 nanodisc with its dimensions and various orientations of the easy axis of
magnetization with respect to an external magnetic field applied along the x-axis (Hx) considered for the
micromagnetic simulation studies. The cube is a reference geometry to define orthogonal coordinate
system. (b) Rutile, tetragonal unit cell of CrO2 with the easy axis of magnetization indicated by a dotted
arrow along the c-axis.
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Figure 2. A schematic model of a CrO2 nanodisc made of 5 9 5 9 5 nm3 cubic cells. Views,
(a) perpendicular to z-axis and (b) perpendicular to x-axis.

quantities are relatively small and can be neglected [2].
Therefore, the Hamiltonian of the system can be rewritten
as follows:
Et ¼ Ee þ Ea þ Ed þ E Z

ð2Þ

During the magnetization process, a stable magnetization
configuration state with a minimum Et is setup in response
to an effective, resultant magnetic field strength and
direction.
At any constant temperature, T \ TC, both Ee and Ea are
independent of the external magnetic field. However, Ed is
related to the magnetization and the geometrical shape of
the material. Similarly, EZ depends on the external magnetic field and is written as follows:
EZðcellÞ ¼ lHx cos /;

exchange stiffness constant, A = 4.6 9 10-12 J m-1, and
anisotropy constant, K1 = 2.7 9 104 J m-3.

3.

Results

In this section, the results of the micromagnetic simulations,
i.e., magnetization of CrO2 nanodiscs with easy axis of
magnetization pointing various directions with respect to a
fixed direction of external magnetic field applied along the
x-axis ([1 0 0]), are presented.

3.1

With the easy axis of magnetization along [1 0 0]

ð3Þ

where / is the angle between the macroscopic moment in a
cell (l), indicated by an arrow within each cell, and the
direction of Hx . The value of EZ is obtained by summing up
EZðcellÞ of all the cells in a magnetic material structure. The
magnetization dynamics in each cell is described by the
Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) equation:


dM
aG
dM
¼ cG ð M  H Þ 
M
;
ð4Þ
dt
dt
jM j
where c and a are Gilbert gyromagnetic and damping
constants, respectively [23]. As it was in a previous report
[17], the Gilbert damping constant (a) was set as 0.5; the other
material-specific parameters used in the simulation studies are
the saturation magnetization, Ms = 4.75 9 105 A m-1,

As shown in figure 3, before applying any external magnetic field, i.e., when Hx = 0 mT, the magnetization of the
CrO2 disc exhibited a vortex state having clockwise chirality (P) and close to down pointing polarity (;)—indicated by a red arrow. When Hx is increased, the core of the
vortex moved downwards (perpendicular to Hx) for up to Hx
= 50 mT. Increasing Hx [ 50 mT, the magnetization of the
entire disc (Mx) aligns with Hx, and set up a ferromagnetic
parallel (FP) state. Further, Hx was increased up to 200 mT
for the saturation of the FP state. Thereafter, Hx was
reduced to 0 mT and the CrO2 nanodisc was seen maintaining its FP state with its Mx value slightly lowered.
Reversing Hx and increasing up to -75 mT, the CrO2
nanodisc maintained its FP state, but for Hx = -80 mT, the
FP state switched its orientation by 180°, which we call
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Figure 3. Magnetization (Mx) of CrO2 nanodisc with its easy
axis of magnetization oriented along [1 0 0] with respect to an
external magnetic field applied along the x-axis (Hx).

Figure 4. Magnetization (Mx) of CrO2 disc with its easy axis of
magnetization oriented along [0 1 0] with respect to an external
magnetic field applied along the x-axis (Hx).

reversed FP state. Increasing the reversed Hx to -200 mT
let Mx to saturate in the reversed FP state. Further,
increasing Hx from -200 mT to ?200 mT lead to switching
the reversed FP state to the previous FP state at Hx =
?80 mT. Overall, after attaining the FP state and its saturation, a complete cycling of the CrO2 nanodisc with Hx =
±200 mT showed no other distinctly interesting magnetization configuration states, including the magnetic vortex
state. Therefore, it may be concluded that no vortex state is
obtainable in a (50 nm thickness and 100 nm diameter)
CrO2 nanodisc with its easy axis of magnetization and
applied magnetic field are in-plane and oriented along the
same x-direction ([1 0 0]).

the magnetization curve retraced the same path of increasing
field (0 to 200 mT) except for a short range (140 to 120 mT),
as described above. Further, up on reversing Hx and
decreasing it all the way up to -200 mT, the following were
observed: (i) the core of the vortex moved upward for up to
Hx = -100 mT and at -105 mT, the vortex was seen
annihilated which lead the emergence of a C-state, (ii) at Hx
= -145 mT a reversed FP state was established and it was
made to attain saturation by Hx = -200 mT. While
increasing Hx from -200 mT to ?200 mT the following
were observed: (i) the magnetization curve retraced the
entire path corresponding to Hx = ?200 mT to -200 mT,
except for a short range of Hx = -140 to -120 mT, (ii) an
anti-clockwise C-state appeared at Hx = -115 mT, (iii) a
vortex state having anti-clockwise chirality (Q) and close to
up pointing polarity (:) nucleated at Hx = -100 mT, (iv) a
complete vortex state remained as the remnant state corresponding to Hx = 0 mT (see the 2nd snapshot right to the
magnetization curve), (v) this Q: vortex annihilated at Hx =
?105 mT and a C-state is formed, and (vi) it switched
back into a FP state at Hx = ?145 mT and saturated by Hx =
200 mT as it was in the beginning. Overall, it may be
concluded that the easy axis of magnetization of the CrO2
disc (100 nm diameter and 50 nm thickness) oriented along
[0 1 0] with respect to external magnetic field applied along
x-axis, let the emergence of many interesting magnetization
states: FP state and its saturation, C-states and vortex states
with clockwise or anti-clockwise chirality and down or up
pointing polarity.

3.2

With the easy axis of magnetization along [0 1 0]

As in the previous case, before applying any external
magnetic field, i.e., when Hx = 0 mT, the magnetization of
the CrO2 nanodisc exhibited a vortex state having clockwise
chirality (P), but, close to up pointing polarity (:)—indicated by a blue arrow (see figure 4). Increasing Hx to a
maximum of 200 mT exhibited the following: (i) the core of
the vortex moved downwards (see the snapshot corresponding to Hx = 100 mT) and a C-state was established at
Hx = 105 mT, (ii) a FP state appeared at Hx = 145 mT and it
was made to attain saturation by Hx = 200 mT. While
reducing Hx to 0 mT, the following were observed: (i) after
Hx = 150 mT and up to 120 mT, the magnetization curve
took a slightly different path, but yet maintaining its FP
state, (ii) at Hx = 115 mT, a C-state emerged, (iii) at Hx =
100 mT, a vortex state having clockwise chirality (P) and
down pointing polarity (;) nucleated, (iv) when Hx was
brought to 0 mT, a complete vortex state remained as the
remnant state as it is seen in the snapshot corresponding to
0 mT (left to the magnetization curve). Interestingly,

3.3

With the easy axis of magnetization along [0 0 1]

As it is seen vividly from figure 5, the magnetization of a
CrO2 disc having its easy axis of magnetization oriented
along [0 0 1] direction with respect to external magnetic
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Figure 5. Magnetization (Mx) of CrO2 nanodisc with its easy
axis of magnetization oriented along [0 0 1] with respect to an
external magnetic field applied along the x-axis (Hx).

Figure 6. Magnetization (Mx) of CrO2 nanodisc with its easy
axis of magnetization oriented along [1 1 0] with respect to an
external magnetic field applied along the x-axis (Hx).

field applied along the x-axis exhibited even more interesting
properties. As it was in the previous two cases, before
applying any external magnetic field, i.e., when Hx =
0 mT, the magnetization of the CrO2 disc exhibited an
out-plane vortex state having anti-clockwise chirality (Q)
and down pointing polarity (;). Up on increasing Hx from
0 to 200 mT, the following were seen: (i) at Hx = 40 mT,
a titled 3D S-state which simultaneously appears as an inplane P/ vortex in the yz-plane, (ii) at Hx = -110 mT, a
reversed FP state was obtained and it was made to attain
saturation by Hx = -200 mT. When Hx was raised from
-200 mT to ?200 mT, stage by stage, everything
described above (for decreasing Hx from ?200 mT to
-200 mT) reappeared, but in a reverse manner as
described below: (i) the magnetization curve retraced the
previous one for decreasing Hx up to -110 mT and
thereafter took a different path, (ii) modulated reversed FP
state appeared at Hx = -65 mT, (iii) at Hx = -60 mT, a
twisted S-state which simultaneously appears as an inplane Q/ vortex in the xy-plane nucleated, (iv) further
reducing Hx to 0 mT, a perfect Q/ in-plane vortex
remained as a remnant state, (v) at Hx = 75 mT, a 3D
buckled state emerged which simultaneously appears as an
Q onion-state (O-state) in the yz-plane, (vi) at Hx =
80 mT, a 3D S-state which simultaneously appears as an
Q? in-plane vortex emerged, (vii) thereafter, at Hx =
110 mT, the FP state set up again and it underwent saturation for a maximum of Hx = 200 mT. Overall, it can be
concluded that, for the [0 0 1] orientation of the easy axis
of magnetization of a CrO2 nanodisc (100 nm diameter
and 50 nm thickness) with respect to the external magnetic field applied along the x-axis, the initial zero field,
out-of-plane Q; vortex annihilates when applied field
increased and formed 3D S-states which appeared as an
in-plane vortex and then became a FP state which further

was saturated by a maximum of Hx = 200 mT. Up on
cycling the CrO2 disc between Hx = ±200 mT, modulated
FP states, 3D S-states with simultaneous in-plane vortex
states, 3D buckled state with simultaneous O-states and
again reversed 3D S and FP states appeared. Ultimately,
in this case—especially in contrast to previous case
(section 3.2), up on applying external magnetic field,
instead of out-of-plane vortex, only in-plane vortex is
obtainable. The complementary results of the in-plane
vortex states (core pointing along the applied magnetic
field direction) when compared with the out-of-plane
vortex states obtained from 20 nm thick CrO2 nanodisc of
100 nm diameter [17] is attributed to the increased
thickness to diameter ratio, t/D = 0.5 of the nanodisc in
the present study.

3.4

With the easy axis of magnetization along [1 1 0]

As shown in figure 6, when the easy axis of magnetization
is oriented along [1 1 0] with respect to Hx, the usual zero
field out-of-plane vortex (P;) annihilated at Hx = 65 mT
and a considerably imperfect FP state emerged. Even for a
maximum of Hx = 200 mT, the FP state did not reach
close to saturation which can be seen from the corresponding snapshot. Further, up on cycling the CrO2 nanodisc, between Hx = ±200 mT, no other distinctly
interesting magnetization configuration states were
observed except a kind of tilted FP state (see for example
the snapshot corresponding to Hx = -50 mT). Here, it is to
be noted that the magnetization configuration corresponding to Hx = -55 mT is an exact reversal (by 180°) of that
corresponding to Hx = 55 mT, yet the transition occurred
gradually until Hx = -50 mT and then by a steep jump for
Hx = -55 mT.
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3.5

With the easy axis of magnetization along [0 1 1]

Similar to the [0 1 0] case, when the easy axis of magnetization is oriented along [0 1 1] with respect to Hx, out-ofplane vortex states emerged in addition to FP state. The
results can be visualized from figure 7. The initial zero field
state is an Q: out-of-plane vortex which annihilated when
Hx was increased to 105 mT and formed a C-state. Further
increase of Hx to 110 mT produced a kind of modulated
FP state. Up on cycling the CrO2 nanodisc, between Hx =
±200 mT, the following were observed: (i) after 110 mT,
the magnetization curve followed a different path, (ii) at Hx
= 30 mT, an out-of-plane, Q: vortex nucleated, and (iii) the
same perfected and remined as the remnant state at Hx =
0 mT, (iv) further, it annihilated at Hx = -105 mT and
formed a C-state, (v) at Hx = -110 mT, a reversed FP state
emerged and it was made to attain saturation by Hx =
-200 mT. While increasing Hx from -200 mT to ?200 mT,
the above-mentioned magnetization configuration states
appeared in sequence, but in a reverse order. For example, the
remnant state at Hx = 0 mT is an out-of-plane P; vortex. The
rest can be readily understood from figure 7.

3.6
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3.7

With the easy axis of magnetization along [1 1 1]

In the case of CrO2 nanodisc with its easy axis of magnetization oriented along [1 1 1] with respect to Hx, the
micromagnetic simulations produced results that are very
similar to the case discussed, in section 3.4, for [1 1 0]
orientation of the easy axis. However, as it is seen in figure 9, a relatively narrow magnetic hysteresis loop was
obtained. The magnetization configuration corresponding to
Hx = -40 mT is an exact reversal (by 180°) of that corresponding to Hx = 40 mT and the reversal occurred gradually
until Hx = -35 mT and then by a steep jump at Hx =
-40 mT. The rest all can be readily understood by viewing
figure 9.

With the easy axis of magnetization along [1 0 1]

As shown in figure 8, other than the initial zero field P:
out-of-plane vortex state, which annihilated when Hx was
increased to 65 mT and lead for the emergence of a FP state,
there were no other distinctly interesting magnetization
configuration states noticed, from the CrO2 nanodisc with
its easy axis of magnetization oriented along [1 0 1] with
respect to Hx. Up on cycling the CrO2 nanodisc between Hx
= ±200 mT, the FP state switched at Hx = -25 mT and the
reversed FP state switched, symmetrically, at Hx = 25 mT.

Figure 8. Magnetization (Mx) of CrO2 nanodisc with its easy
axis of magnetization oriented along [1 0 1] with respect to an
external magnetic field applied along the x-axis (Hx).

Figure 7. Magnetization (Mx) of CrO2 nanodisc with its easy
axis of magnetization oriented along [0 1 1] with respect to an
external magnetic field applied along the x-axis (Hx).

Figure 9. Magnetization (Mx) of CrO2 nanodisc with its easy
axis of magnetization oriented along [1 1 1] with respect to an
external magnetic field applied along the x-axis (Hx).
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Discussion

The main results of the present micromagnetic simulations
[23] are collected and given in table 1. In this section, we
make a note on previous experimental observations of
Qiang et al [24] in comparison with our latest findings
presented in this article. Further, we present possible future
developments on the CrO2 nanostructures for potential
device applications.

4.1

Comparison with experimental results

The experimental EAM measurements performed, using
transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect, on many sets of
noninteracting ferromagnetic CrO2 disc arrays of various
submicron-sizes, including the same dimensions of our
present study (100 nm and 50 nm thickness), showed the
presence of no vortex states [24]. In the micromagnetic
simulations, we (too) found no vortex state was emerging
in the EAM of individual CrO2 nanodiscs. In contrast,
vortex states emerge when the EAM is oriented, at 90° to
the external magnetic field applied along the x-axis, that is,
either along the y-axis ([0 1 0]) or the z-axis ([0 0 1]), or in
the yz-plane, along [0 1 1] direction. Especially, for the
[0 0 1] orientation of the easy-axis, in-plane vortices are
formed while in the other two cases out-of-plane vortices
are formed. Consequently, the findings which we have
presented in this article complement the experimental
micromagnetic studies performed on the CrO2 disc arrays
[24].
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Future prospectus

CrO2 had been known as an efficient and convenient oxidant of a variety of alcohols [25,26] and is also called
magtrieveTM, because it is magnetically retrievable [27]. In
the past, due to its ferromagnetic nature, CrO2-based pigments had been used in audio/video recording and data
storage applications [28]. On the other hand, CrO2 is one
among the few metal-oxides that exhibit metallic electrical
conductivity. In fact, to be more precise, CrO2 exhibits halfmetallic properties; the electrical conduction occurs only
due to majority spin electrons in the spin-up band, which
have energy levels available across the Fermi level (no
band-gap), while the minority spin electrons (in the spindown band) have a bandgap (like in a semiconductor) [29].
Therefore, considering the on-going research and development activities in the field of spintronics (spin-based electronics) or magneto-electronics, CrO2 is expected to resume
its usage in the future technological devices. However, the
stability of CrO2 against its natural tendency reduce into
Cr2O3, especially, for growing/synthesizing as nanocrystals
or thin films of reduced thickness (\100 mm) has been a
key challenge. However, CrO2 has been grown as, thin films
by, (i) pulsed laser deposition [30], (ii) metal-oxide chemical vapour deposition [31] and etched out into arrays
of nanodiscs (by e-beam lithography) [24], and (iii)
nanocrystals by solvothermal techniques [32]. Therefore,
we believe that the results that are presented in this research
article would stimulate for some important experimental
studies on CrO2 nanocrystals and nanostructures that will,
eventually, find applications in future spintronic devices.

Table 1. Summary of the main results of micromagnetic simulations performed for CrO2 nanodiscs (of 100 nm diameter and 50 nm
thickness) having its easy axis of magnetization oriented in various directions [x y z] with respect to the fixed direction of the external
magnetic field applied along the x-axis.
Magnetic vortex for
Orientation of the easy axis [x y z]
[1
[0
[0
[1
[0
[1
[1

0
1
0
1
1
0
1

0]
0]
1]
0]
1]
1]
1]

HFP (mT)

Initial Hx = 0

Hx = 0

Mr/Ms

Hsw (mT)

55
145
110
70
110
65
70

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes*
Yes
Yes
Yes*

No
Yes
Yes, in-plane type
No
Yes
No
No

0.9895
0
0.1850
0.6991
0
0.9136
0.6663

-80
NA
NA
-55$
NA
-25
-40$

HFP: The value of Hx at which the initial ferromagnetic parallel (FP) state is set up.
Hsw: The value of Hx at which the ferromagnetic parallel (FP) state switches (reverses) by 180°.
*Ellipse shaped magnetic vortices as initial, zero field (Hx = 0) states.
$
Magnetization switching happens by a gradual process followed by a steep jump.
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5.

Summary and conclusion

Micromagnetic simulations for seven individual CrO2
nanodiscs, each having its EAM along seven different
directions, [1 0 0], [0 1 0], [0 0 1], [1 1 0], [0 1 1], [1 0 1]
and [1 1 1], with respect to an external magnetic field
applied along the x-axis of an orthogonal coordinate system
have been performed. In addition to the FP states,
depending on the orientation the EAM, various emergent
magnetization configuration states such as in-plane and outof-plane vortex states, C-states, 3D S-states, O-states, etc.
have been obtained as the results of the simulations. Out-ofplane vortex states with ellipse-shaped magnetization
windings were also obtained for the cases of EAM oriented
along [1 1 0] and [1 1 1]. Considering the physics of
micromagnetism that is independent of the material under
the study, except for some material-specific parameters,
such as saturation magnetization (Ms) and exchange stiffness constant (A), etc., the findings presented in this article
may play an important role in the theoretical/simulations,
experimental studies and for designing micromagnetic
devices.
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